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Open houses this weekend in bucks county pa
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longer offered for sale. Some real estate companies do not participate in IDX and their lists do not appear on this website. Some properties listed with participating companies do not appear on this website at the seller's request. The list information was last updated on January 5, 2021 at 10:46 am EST. Showing 10
houses about 20 miles away. Of course this year will have the most dramatic season finale yet, with the Great Conjunction 2020 — the end point of the Great Transformation — on December 21. Cosmic events only occur about every 20 years and refer to when Saturn (planetary structures, systems, and authorities)
comes within 0.8 degrees of Jupiter (planetary abundance, expansion, and optimism). Basically, these planets have nothing in common, so when they collide, they pack big times, they are energy-changing. Jupiter is expanding its energy, and Saturn is subtrective, which creates a generally neutral energy, where we
wield great power in determining how we want this conjunction to materialize, said Alexandria Lettman, resident astrologer in the collective healing of SoulUnity. A common theme of Great Conjunctions is the shifting, wobbly, and collapse of the system we have built. what is very interesting about this conjunction is that it
is revealed in an air sign, more specifically Aquarius. (In fact, it is a common astrological belief that this will usher in impacting society as a collective.) This means that the underlying theme of Aquarius Great Conjunction will be resilience, liberation, and replacing toxic systems with healthier, inclusive, and unifying
alternatives, Lettman said. He predicts the Great Conjunction of 2020 will bring karma-rooted developments; innovations in science, medicine, and technology; and a general step away from a rigid perspective and support the establishment of our own path. Lettman also foresaw a theme of control—perhaps increased
surveillance through social media—and community, with everyone feeling the need to own, be free, and accept each other. But what might transit bring to you, personally? Well, below, he gives some clues about what each sign should expect. How the Great Conjunction of 2020 will impact your zodiac sign, according to
astrologer Aries Aries has a very strong sense of self that comes with my attitude first!, which is a factually accurate mind-set when it comes to zodiac wheels. But with everything going on in the world, these Rams will begin to feel a shift in how they relate to others. Aries should expect a change in the sense of innate
individuality under this conjunction, Lettman said. They are challenged to integrate more with their communities, share themselves with others, and work with teams to achieve common goals rather than doing things alone. Taurus Taurus's recurring problem is the feeling of being trapped (they are most enclamed in the
quicksand of fixed signs). During the Great Conjunction, they may feel like they are drowning in what should I be when I grow up? Riddle. Taurus should expect transformation in their career field, whether it's vibrant new ideas or intense feelings where they should be elsewhere or doing something different to their lives,
Lettman said. They shouldn't put so much pressure on themselves all this time to already be at the finish line. Gemini For Geminis who have intelligence, conjunctions can be a fresh opportunity to expand their minds. Geminis will reach new heights with their ideas under the conjunction and find themselves opening up
new levels of wisdom and intelligence, Lettman said. They tend to become experts in their field or in new areas by exploring their thoughts and detaching themselves from the confinement of what they think they already know. Cancer For Cancer, Great Conjunction is about connecting with others in a more proactive and
less needy way, while still recognizing their own requirements. Cancer may find new opportunities by working collaboratively in their professional lives, Lettman said. They must remember to unpleasant energy shifts, and to respect the boundaries of themselves and others. Leo Leo was knocked out of their game very
hard by 2020, feeling unsupported by their inability to huddle with others. During the Great Conjunction, they will look deeper into the relationships they have (and miss). Leo may feel a stronger yearning for freedom under the conjunction and experience breakthroughs in their relationships, be it professional, romantic,
and relationship relationships with themselves, Lettman said. They should shed their routine during this time and embrace the discomfort and the unexpected. Virgo Virgo has an excellent practical approach to solving problems. They desperately want to help others, and that's probably very draining of them now. It's all
about mental well-being for Virgo under conjunction, says Lettman. Their employment and health sectors are illuminated, calling for them to calm their minds and make it easier on themselves and others. These changes will lead to greater transformation and clarity in their goals. Libra The opposite sign of Aries, Libra is
about other people, their spouses (and Libra usually has some kind of partner in their life). But to appear bolder in their relationship, Libra will see the Great Conjunction as a revelation to prioritize themselves for once. Libras will feel their inner child appear under the conjunction and will be called upon to explore their
needs, dream big, and put themselves first, Lettman said. With this will come a lot of self-love and stronger intimate romantic relationships. Scorpio Scorpio will undergo a very personal transformation under the conjunction — which is a classic step for Scorpion who is forever molting. They may also find old wounds
reappearing that they need to heal and release. It's all about memories for them — positive and negative — and figuring out if they've left something positive behind or are still holding on to things that are no longer in line with who they're at the core of, Lettman said. Sagittarius Still struggling because they can't do the
whole wandering thing, Sagittarius just might want to keep themselves from doomscrolling as the end of the year approaches. Sagittariuss may experience greater frustration under the conjunction, as their need to connect and communicate will strengthen, although the current global climate does not allow room for their
need to venture and explore, Lettman said. They need to slow down and take some time away from social media. Capricorn Traditionalists of Capricorn must have made the most of the most unconventional year we have ever seen. Keep the explosion of innovation flowing! Capricorn may feel motivated under the
conjunction, but they are called upon to expand their horizons and not limit their abilities by sticking to what they already know, Lettman said. Great financial rewards can be found when they embrace their creativity and are more innovative. Aquarius will experience the deepest shift under the conjunction, because it
occurs in their sign. According to Lettman, this time it will be all about realisation, reassessment, and refinement of who they are and what they need. Need. Let's face it: Signs humanity should be exhausted trying to help everyone who needs it this year. This is the closing chapter period and restart for Aquarius, he said.
They should focus on reframing every negative thought and be friendly to themselves. Pisces Finally, Pisces will feel the vibrations of the Great Conjunction and make it awaken their natural mystical side. Pisces will experience a remarkable shift to their perspective and spirituality or religious beliefs under the
conjunction, Lettman said. If they are responsible and keep their feet on the ground, they will be presented with greater opportunities and support from others to realize their dreams. Oh, hi, how are you? You look like someone who likes free workouts, discounts for cult-fave health brands, and exclusive Well +Good
content. Sign up for Well+, our online community of health people, and unlock your gifts instantly. Direct.
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